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our vision

our mission

IPAC is recognized as a leader at home
and abroad in building strong and
dynamic public sector organizations
that excel in meeting the needs of
Canadians.

IPAC is dedicated to supporting those
with a shared commitment to build

excellence in public administration in
Canada. We bring together networks

and share best practices and
experiences to help solve problems

and position our members and
partners for success in public service.



It is my honour, as President of the Institute of Public 
Administration of Canada (IPAC), to lead an organization that 
serves and supports the public service, and I am proud to 
present to you IPAC’s Annual Report 2020, highlighting a year’s 
worth of important activities and accomplishments.

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought great challenges to 
Canadians, and it has brought out the best in those who serve 
Canadians. The public service has demonstrated admirable 
flexibility and adaptability during an unprecedented shift to 
remote work and virtual interactions. Throughout this difficult 
period, however, service to Canadians has continued unabated 
and new ways of working rapidly evolved from innovation to 
routine.

Since the beginning of the pandemic, Canada’s public service 
has consistently demonstrated capability, adaptability and 
flexibility on an unforeseen scale. By doing so, our public 
service has confirmed its durability. IPAC has been equally agile 
during this time, with the head office and many of our regional 
chapters working diligently to transform how we can fulfill our 
mandate and support the network of public servants through 
digital technologies. In 2020 IPAC focused its activities and 
virtual events on subjects and topics that would best support 
public servants in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

The ongoing response to the pandemic led us to deliver 
a record number of online events, bringing national and 
international experts to our members across the country and 
around the globe. Early in 2020, we also introduced the concept 
of hybrid events, with conference proceedings in one city being 
simultaneously available to participants in other locations, 
enabling them to watch and engage, individually or in groups. 
IPAC also focused on bolstering our social media presence to 
increase our connection with members and others. Based on 
our success, we intend to continue to expand our social media 
activities and networks. During this period, a selection process 
was also undertaken by the Board of Directors to select a new 
Chief Executive Officer, and significant progress was made in 
making IPAC a more diverse and inclusive organization.   

The pandemic presented IPAC with a challenging year financially. 
A reliance on obtaining funding through in-person events and 
programs as well as our international agreements meant a 
significant reduction in our traditional fundraising efforts. As 
we look ahead, it is clear that a focus on membership growth 
and revenue generating programming will be essential to our 
ongoing financial viability.

For most IPAC members ‘on the ground’ the IPAC network of 
18 Regional Groups has been an important point of contact. 
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In 2020, IPAC’s Regional Groups also faced some significant 
challenges. While some groups were able to bring their networking 
online, others found keeping volunteers throughout the pandemic 
difficult. Yet, there were successes, including online events that 
had more participation that ever before. We are determined to 
bring the Regional Groups back up to a consistent level of support 
and communication to local members, and recognize the need to 
focus on this matter into the next year and in the next Strategic 
Plan. Regional Groups and Membership are the foundations of our 
organization.

IPAC continues to be the place for Canada’s public servants to 
connect with other public servants, stay well-versed in developments 
in public service, and advance their careers. Our strategic focus 
continues to be on serving our members and includes: supporting 
a range of national and local events; fostering healthy local regional 
groups; expanding our membership; advancing and publishing 
research; and, using our international reach to support the 
exchange of democratic governance and knowledge.

Finally, I would be remiss if I did not recognize the tremendous 
support that I have received during my tenure from IPAC staff 
and our national Board of Directors, Committees, Special Advisors 
and 18 Regional Groups. And whether on a local, national, or 
international scale, much of what we do depends on our network 
of volunteers helping to support our mandate. It has been my 
privilege to lead IPAC and to work closely with such dedicated 
and inspiring individuals. I thank you all for your passion for public 
service and administration, and commitment to the Institute and all 
our members. Your support has helped to make it possible for IPAC 
to fulfill its mandate and support Canadians during a particularly 
challenging year.

Kelly Gillis
2020-21 IPAC President
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regional group council

The Contributions of REGIONAL GROUP MEMBERS

Among the activities that IPAC’s Regional Groups have 
supported during 2020 are:

IPAC’s 19 Regional Groups are central to IPAC’s reach and they act as 
local meeting points, events, action, networking and knowledge hubs 
across Canada. Each Regional Group has a Chair, who represents the 
regional executive, and a representative who sits on the Regional 
Group Council. Five of those Regional Group Council members serve 
on IPAC’s Board of Directors representing five geographic regions 
of Canada. Our Regional Group Members and their chairs, council 
representatives and Board representatives are listed on page 8.

IPAC has membership that cuts across sector, career stage, and geographical boundaries, and so the regional groups 
offer a unique opportunity to connect our membership on topics of local interest and relevance to the public service. 
Many of our Regional Group representatives also serve on IPAC committees and sub-committees, providing guidance to 
IPAC’s activities and outreach, supporting current and future best practices, professionalism, research, events and future 
endeavors.

The Regional Groups organize a wide array of social and programmatic activities.

Lieutenant Governor’s Award 

The IPAC Toronto Regional Group 

Recognition of the outstanding contribution of public servants through the 
Lieutenant Governor’s Award in a number of provinces including Edmonton, Nova 
Scotia, and others. This award is given in collaboration with the Region Group for 
public servants who have demonstrated sustained impact across a career in the 
public service. Winners include Maria David-Evans (Alberta), Dr. Robert Strang 
(Nova Scotia), and many others.  

hosted an extremely successful and engaging Virtual Event on Black Lives Matter.

The IPAC Nova Scotia Regional Group marked 40 years since the airing of the initial episode of ‘Yes Minister,’ a cult 
classic in public administration. To mark the occasion, IPAC Nova Scotia invited 
senior leaders in government, past and present, to share their favourite scenes 
from the series and reflect on what has changed in public administration since the 
series first aired in 1980. The regional group also organized events with leaders 
in the health sector on what lessons could be learned in the first twelve months 
of the pandemic.

The IPAC Saskatchewan Regional Group 

The IPAC Victoria Regional Group 

The Regional Group Excellence prize

hosted a series of dynamic sessions exploring the diverse impacts of the 
legalization of cannabis in Canada.

delivered a Policy Pitch competition.

was awarded to the Manitoba Regional Group.
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The Regional Group Council has also set a goal and created a plan to 
increase memberships in 2021 and to invest in a series of strategic 
initiatives to improve services to members.

IPAC is fortunate to have so many deeply engaged members and partners 
who eagerly contribute their time and expertise through learning 
and development and networking opportunities. Their participation 
leaves us inspired and invigorated, and renews our commitment and 
professional promise of excellence in public service.  

Matt Campbell
IPAC Regional Group Council Chair 2020-21 
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Sam Andrey
Chair, Research and 

Professional Practices Committee

research and outreach
report

Launching the Digital Government case study series with 
Policy Ready. To date, three cases have been published 
with more on the way in 2021; 

The Research and Outreach committee continued its work as a key knowledge broker in Canada’s public administration 
community throughout 2020. Under the leadership of Brenda Librecz and then Sam Andrey, the Research and Outreach 
committee advanced IPAC’s strategic research priorities, created interesting and timely programming for IPAC events, 
strengthened and expanded strategic research partnerships and publish valuable research for our membership.

We had an active research agenda throughout 2020. Some highlights include: 

Throughout the year, we also hosted dozens of successful webinars, on a range of topics, including emergency management, 
leadership, Indigenous governance and executive leadership styles. Much of our programming throughout 2020 focused on 
COVID-19 and how public servants are responding. We designed webinars that would examine the COVID-19 response, but 
also help build skills public servants would need throughout the pandemic.  

We also proudly continue to publish Canadian Public Administration – Canada’s leading academic journal for public 
administration research – under the Editorship of Evert Lindquist. Throughout the year, CPA also published a series of 
research essays on the impact of COVID-19, again providing a value forum for research and best practices 
for Canada’s public servants. 

Part of the committee’s role is to explore and form strategic partnerships. In 2020, we were 
able to establish working research relationships with the Canadian Urban Institute and Policy 
Ready, in addition to working with our traditional partners, such as the Canadian Association 
of Programs in Public Administration and the Canadian Bureau of International Education. 

Finally, in 2020 the committee’s long-time Chair Brenda Lebrecz retired from the City of 
Markham and left the committee. We are excited to welcome Sam Andrey as the 
incoming Chair. Sam serves as the Director of Policy and Research at the Ryerson 
Leadership Lab and brings a sharp and practical research focus to the committee.  

Deploying the IPAC Remote Work survey with the help of 
students from York University’s School of Public Policy and 
Administration

Adding fresh research to the New Directions paper series. 

Playing a key role on the steering committee of the 
Rebuilding First Nations Governance project in con-
junction with a research team from the Centre on Frist 
Nations Governance and Carleton University. Together, we 
launched a unique webinar series

Deploying the IPAC Remote Work survey with the help of 
students from York University’s School of Public Policy and 
Administration

Launching a municipal leadership training series with the 
Canadian Urban Institute

Strengthening our Volunteer Indigenous Partnership pro-
gram, working with Indigenous communities to build policy 
capacity
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case studies

publications

IPAC serves as a hub for public administration case expertise 
in Canada. Through its case study program, IPAC offers an 
array of services to academics, practitioners and public sector 
organizations. In 2020, IPAC launched a new case study series 
with the Policy Ready group aimed at highlighting digital 
government cases. The first three cases were published in 
2020: 

IPAC invites individual teachers using case studies 
in their class to submit them to become part 
of this public administration resource. After an 
editorial review process, these cases become part 
of the IPAC inventory, available on a copy basis to 
members of IPAC for free and for sale for large 
group use. 

IPAC also invites government organizations and 
agencies to consider the development of case 
studies for their internal learning and for sharing 
experience and practice. IPAC has a strong record 
of partnering with a number of governments, 
based on its available research and editing 
expertise, in the development of such cases for 
internal use or for general distribution within the 
IPAC inventory. 

The Institute of Public Administration of Canada 
continues to have a number of publishing 
outlets available, including two agreements 
with University of Toronto Press, with whom 
we publish the Series in Public Management 
and Governance, and Presses de l’Universite 
du Quebec, which produces the collection 
Administration publique et gouvernance. 
In 2020, the following titles were published 
through the University of Toronto Press: 

Local Government in a Global World: Australia 
and Canada in Comparative Perspective by 
Emannual Brunet-Jailly and John Martin

Distributed Democracy: Health Care 
Governance in Ontario by Carey Doberstein
A number of titles are planned for both series 
in 2021. 

Jungroan Lin, Amanda Clarke 
and Jonathan Craft: ‘’Digital 

Government @ Work: 
Transforming Ontario’s Student 

Assistance Program.’’

Catherine Clasadonte, Matt 
Wilder and Jonathan Craft: 
‘’Applying Digital Ways of 

Working: Redesigning Ontario’s 
Environmental Registry.’’

Zachary Spicer and Joseph Lyons: 
‘’The Ingredients for Innovation in 

Small Town Ontario: Leadership 
and Culture.’’

Each case has also been profiled in Apolitical, thanks to a 
unique partnership with the outlet that highlights the main 
take-aways for public servants. More cases are planned for 
2021.
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canadian public
administration

Canadian Public Administration/ Administration publique du Canada (CPA/APC) is Canada’s premier outlet for peer-
reviewed research of Canadian scholars and practitioners exploring diverse topics on public administration. CPA/APC is 
a valuable tool in IPAC’s marketing and membership recruitment arsenal. In 2020, the highlights for CPA/APC were as 
follows: 

This is my tenth annual report as Editor. During 2020 the editorial team included 
Associate Editors, Luc Juillet (University of Ottawa) and Carey Doberstein (University 
of British Columbia), and Christy Paddick, Managing Editor. Luc handles the French 
manuscripts, the English manuscripts where I have a conflict-of-interest, and chairs 
the Hodgetts and Parenteau panels for choosing the best articles in each volume. 
Carey is responsible for our New Frontiers and Book Reviews features. Christy 
manages ScholarOne and provides fantastic support to us and those submitting to 
and publishing manuscripts in the journal. 

We received just under 64 manuscripts and published four issues with a total of 27 original 
articles, with four in French, and five New Frontiers notes. New Frontiers provides a survey 
of “must read” articles and books on leading-edge issues or developments in the field.  Our 
published manuscripts went through several revisions due to comments from reviewers and 
the Editors before acceptance. Five book reviews were published on the IPAC web site and 
circulated to IPAC members. 

The number of article downloads (109,000) from the 2020 CPA/APC volume decreased slightly 
from 2019 (down 9000), after the jump of over 26% from 2018 (and increases of 8% in 2017 
and 17% in 2016) – much higher than 2009’s 30,000 downloads! Fewer institutions subscribe 
via traditional paper-based or online subscriptions; more universities, libraries, and other 
institutions access CPA/APC through bundled access licenses or EBSCO. 

The 2020 volume of CPA/APC contained articles on: various contributions on innovation, 
autonomy, control, and multi-level governance in public administration; the role of 
governance in improving First Nations water security; Canadian counter-terrorism policy; 
tools for assessing policy capacity; theorizing how senior civil servants transmit information 
and advice; the evolution of immigration policy, redistribution policies, and 311 capabilities in 
Quebec; how the federal Public Servant Engagement Survey has been used by researchers; 
the role of staff in Parliamentary caucus research offices; “suing” Canadian governments; 
the “duty to assist”; political acuity for local government; increasing collaborative capacity 
for working with First Nations and on approaches and barriers to collaboration; and whether 
government should regulate algorithms. Five New Frontiers focused on: public leadership 
as a subfield of public administration; the independence of official statistics; participatory 
budgeting; lessons on the “pivot” for teaching public administration at universities; and three 
understandings of administrative work (discretion, agency, practice). Noteworthy were two 
suites of “Beyond COVID-19” commentaries by several leading Canadian and international 
scholars commissioned for the September 2020 issue. 

Evert A. Lindquist 
Professor, School of Public Administration, University of Victoria

1

2

3
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Not surprisingly, the two “Beyond COVID-19” commentaries were downloaded a combined 
5846 times in 2020. A New Frontiers note by Gelman et al on “Social license to operate” 
(60: 2, June 2017) continued its success with 4324 downloads in 2020. Roy’s article on 
“Digital government and service delivery” (60:4, December 2017) had 3124 downloads, part 
of a special issue on digital governance and public administration which also had several 
articles downloaded between 1000-1700 times in 2020 (Brown/Toze, Lindquist/Huse, Clarke/
Lindquist/Roy, Longo, Jones). Mau’s New Frontier on public sector leadership (63:1, March 
2020) was downloaded 1325 times, and Morden’s article on the resilience of the Indian Act 
1166 times (59:1, March 2016). 

The Hodgetts Award committee (Caitlin Brownrigg, Patrice Dutil, Genevieve Tellier) and the 
Parenteau Award committee (Patrice Dutil, Genevieve Tellier) respectively selected the best 
2020 English and French article in the 2020 volume of CPA/APC which will be announced at 
the 2021 Annual Conference in Ottawa in late August. 

Our editorial team of Luc Juillet, 
Carey Doberstein, and especially 

our Managing Editor, Christy 
Paddick, for their commitment, 

high standards, attention to 
detail, and counsel. Thank you! 

Caitlin Brownrigg, Patrice 
Dutil, and Genevieve Tellier 

for variously serving as 
members of the Hodgetts 

and Parenteau committees 
and reviewing the 2020 

volume of CPA/APC.

Zac Spicer provided great support to the 
journal during 2020 and 2021 in his capacity 
as IPAC’s Director of Research, helping deal 

with SSHRC’s evolving requirements and 
renegotiating arrangements with Wiley 

as our publisher, and CPA/APC authors by 
means of webinars. 

The many contributors of 
articles, research notes, New 

Frontiers, and book reviews who 
chose to submit manuscripts for 
consideration or responded to 

invitations, and then responded 
to the suggestions of peer 
reviewers and the editorial 
team. We appreciate your 

insights and the high quality of 
your work. 

The members of the Editorial 
Advisory Board and the many 
volunteer reviewers (scholars 

and practitioners) who are 
essential for maintaining the 
high standards and scholarly 
integrity of the journal. The 
list of the 2020 reviewers is 
available in the March 2021 

issue of CPA/APC.  

The IPAC National Office, the IPAC 
Board of Directors, the Research and 
Professional Practices Committee, the 
executive of the Canadian Association 
of Programs in Public Administration, 

and Wiley for your encouragement and 
strong support of CPA/APC.

The 2020 Journal Citation Report showed that CPA/APC’s 2-year Impact Factor increased to 
.900, a nice improvement from last year’s 2019 result of .765, and more in line with 2018’s 
impact factor of .883 bearing in mind the 2016 result was .333. 

4

6

5

Looking back to 2020, and noting that some of these activities extended well into 2021, I would like to acknowledge the 
following for their various contribution to the journal:
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As you can see, it takes an extended village and network to support a journal.
 
Looking ahead, we have just published the June 2021 issue, which contains a suite of articles on public procurement 
(edited by guest editors Barbara Allen, Pierre-André Hudon, and Saul Schwartz) along with other intriguing articles 
and a New Frontier variously on administrative tribunals, regulatory capture, and public-engagement facilitators. In 
the September 2021 issue we will have a suite of three articles and a research note on “Motivation and Public Ser-
vice” and contributions on government responses to the privacy commissioner, legal preparedness for the COVID-19 
pandemic, improving child care licensing and child protection, and the limits of using GBA+ to scrutinize initiatives 
with intersectionality in mind. 
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DIP develops and manages innovative partnerships, consultancies and training programs to enhance the performance of 
governments in Canada and internationally. DIP is supported by many outstanding IPAC members, partners, volunteers and 
consultants. Made-to-measure, peer-to-peer programs engage public servants in dialogue, debate and the achievement of 
exceptional and lasting results.

To say 2020 was difficult for IPAC international development programs is an understatement.   In 2020 IPAC faced the complete 
stoppage of all international development work with the onset of the pandemic early in the year.   This resulted in international 
service contracts being postponed, cancelled or revised to remove any travel.  Initially the international development 
community waited for the opening of borders once more, but when it was clear that this was not a short-term effect, working 
with beneficiaries, funders and partners we were able to pivot somewhat as focus on work that could be done at a distance 
and virtually.

We worked closely with our partners in several programs and were able to create plans and budgets that would allow some 
work to be done without travel during the year.  Our international work was much reduced, but remained a part of the IPAC 
activities.

The Institute’s work with Cowater Sogema, to act as the supporting partner in a seven-year project funded by GAC, called 
Canadian Trade and Investment Facility for Development (CTIF) was put on hold for a period.  CTIF’s main goal is to support 
trade and investment policy reforms that promote inclusive and sustainable growth in developing countries in the Asia-Pacific 
region. CTIF provides technical expertise and targeted interventions for trade and investment policy reform initiatives.  A new 
budget and work plan was developed to continue any work that we could.

Under the International Programs umbrella, IPAC finished our UNDP contract in Mongolia for the initial HR Audit training 
in January of 2020.  Due to our experience and expertise, IPAC was able to secure a second contract for a more intense HR 
Audit training program and also was awarded a contract for gender and policy advise in Mongolia.   These new contracts were 
revised to remove any travel and all work and training was done virtually.  IPAC was able to adapt and succeed under this new 
style of contracts.

The progress for the contracted 
project the African Leaders of 
Tomorrow (ALT) with CUSO was 
also halted and the student 
were sent home as soon as the 
semesters were completed.

domestic and
international programs
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In regards to Domestic consulting work, IPAC has continued it’s 
focus on Aboriginal governance work, design thinking, leadership 
and ethics including training and events around these areas.   
IPAC pivoted to virtual events for domestic work and we were 
successful in these efforts. 

IPAC continues to work diligently to build and share public service 
expertise in Canada and around the world.

DIP committee MEMBERS

Scott Duff

Laura Freeman

Ellen Barry

Norma MacIsaac 

Lisa Nye

Ed Sajecki

The seven-year Expert Deployment Mechanism for Trade and 
Development (EDM) Project in partnership with Cowater Sogema 
was also halted for a period in 2020.  EDM offers technical 
assistance to support the negotiation and implementation of 
free trade agreements (FTAs) and foreign investment protection 
agreements (FIPAs) between Canada and its developing and 
emerging market trading partners eligible to receive official 
development assistance (ODA).  Again, a new budget and work 
plan was developed to continue any work that we could during 
the pandemic.

Jean-Stéphane Bernard 
Chair, Domestic and International 

Programs Committee
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Engagement and partnership with Indigenous communities is a long-
standing commitment for IPAC and an important theme in its strategic 

plan. The Rebuilding First Nations Governance (RFNG) Project is a national 
alliance of First Nation communities and Tribal Councils, academic 

researchers and public sector practitioners created to support First 
Nations leadership and rights holders that have made the decision 

to transition out from under the Indian Act to their own inherent 
rights governance. Supported by a $2.5M SSHRC Partnership Grant 

in 2020, IPAC is a continuing partner with Carleton University 
and the Centre for First Nations Governance on this applied 

action research project. IPAC provided valuable, in-kind remote 
conferencing services and participated on the RFNG steering 

committee in 2020.

IPAC continued work in 2020 on a Volunteer Indigenous Partnership (VIP) initiative with our members, partners, 
and volunteers. Bringing together professional public service volunteers and Indigenous partners, the VIP is 
modeled upon IPAC’s international work in sustainable development. Its purpose: 

Through a process of community-led research, reflection and action, 
the project aims to help communities replace the Indian Act with 
effective and legitimate First Nation governance based on the 
strategic direction of the community. The research emerges from 
the priorities identified by the rights holders – the people. It will help 
Nations reclaim Indigenous forms of decision-making and revitalize 
Indigenous governance practices. 

indigenous governments

promotes a creative, safe 
IPAC VIP project to build 
governance and policy 
capacity in First Nation 
communities; 

accesses the practical 
knowledge and expertise of 
IPAC volunteers; 

engages IPAC resources in 
support of First Nations 
practical projects; and 

builds IPAC capacity to learn 
from First Nations about 
local priorities, protocols 

and expertise; 

identifies Indigenous and 
IPAC leadership for future 

projects.
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In 2020, IPAC partnered with the First Nations Public 
Service Secretariat (FNPSS) in British Columbia and 
Indigenous Service Canada in Ottawa in supporting a 
VIP project with the Upper Nicola Band. “Upper Nicola 
is a proud, inclusive syilx (Okanagan) community 
working together to promote suxtxtem, teach our 
captikwl and committed to building foundations 
through En’owkin’wixw” (Upper Nicola Band Vision 
Statement, nd). In the 18th century, ancestors of the 
Upper Nicola Band permanently inhabited the Upper 
Nicola and Salmon River watersheds as a result of 
the Fish Lake Accord with the Kamloops Shuswap 
tribe. Located at Douglas Lake, near Merritt, British 
Columbia, Upper Nicola Band is one of seven Canadian 
bands that belong to the Okanagan Nation Alliance. 
Upper Nicola Band is also affiliated with the Swe’exmx 
Tribal Council, which consists of seven Nlaka’pamux 
Bands and one Syilx community. 

Our partnership with UNB was finalized at FNPSS’ 
Annual Fall meeting in Vancouver BC. At the meeting, 
Lil’wat First Nation presented on its strategic policy 
review with IPAC volunteer experts [IPAC’s original 
VIP project]. UNB’s VIP project centered on the Kwu 
Stemtima (Grandmothers) and its important Adoption 
Law work. Bill C-92, an Act respecting First Nations, 
Inuit and Métis children, youth and families is the first 
federal legislation to recognize and acknowledge s. 35 
Aboriginal and Treaty rights. Communities are free to 
develop policies and laws based on their inherent rights 
and particular histories, cultures, and circumstances. 

Drawing upon Maria’s wealth of public policy and leadership experience, she generously 
shared time and interest, as well as knowledge and practical ways with the project. UNB 
administration and leadership, particularly the Kwu Stemtima were very pleased Maria 
committed to continuing as a volunteer upon the conclusion of the VIP project.  

IPAC entered into an agreement with ISC in late 2019 to conduct two VIP projects. IPAC contract the services of James 
Froh, its former Indigenous Governance Executive in Residence for the project. To meet ISC’s requirement to avoid 
any perceived or actual conflict of interest, IPAC recruited volunteers that were not currently employed by a federal, 
provincial, municipal government, or Crown agency. UNB was delighted with Maria David-Evans, the IPAC volunteer 
selected for the project. A  professor of business administration and a grandmother, Maria had a distinguished public 
service career before retiring as a Deputy Minister with the Government of Alberta and as a National Past President 
with IPAC.  
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A second iteration of the VIP project was 
discussed with ISC in 2020. IPAC working 
with FNPS identified two public safety 
bylaw projects expected to take 6-9 
months with the Tl’etinqox Government 
and the Takla Nation, two First Nations 
in British Columbia. ISC provided VIP 
funding in early 2021 for these two new 
VIP projects. 

Unfortunately, COVID-19 prevented work on a second planned project. Before COVID restricted travel, Maria visited the UNB. 
Soon after her visit, the VIP project pivoted online to teleconferencing and videoconferencing. In full compliance with public 
health orders, a small Fall workshop was safely conducted by the CFNG with UNB Grandmothers, senior staff, and elected 
representatives in Merritt BC. IPAC provided video conferencing for the workshop with FNPSS and IPAC volunteers attending. 
Plans developed by workshop participants provide UNB with a blueprint for its Adoption Law, successfully concluding its VIP 
project. 

James Froh
Research Associate, IPAC
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The IPAC Vanier Medal is awarded annually as a mark of 
distinction and exceptional achievement to a person who 
has shown distinctive leadership, or has made a significant 
contribution to the field of public administration or public 
service in Canada. The award honours Georges Vanier, the 
first French-Canadian born Governor General of Canada, who 
was deeply committed to public service. It is IPAC’s highest 
form of recognition. 

The 2020 Vanier medal was awarded to Dr. Noralou Roos, a 
Professor Emeritus in the Faculty of Medicine at the University 
of Manitoba as a founding director of the Manitoba Centre for 
Health Policy. Dr. Roos is also the Co-Director of the Get Your 
Benefits initiative, which works to help health care providers 
understand that it is important to diagnose and treat poverty 
and that they have an important contribution to make to help 
individuals gain access to benefits in which they are eligible. 
Dr. Roos received the Order of Canada and was elected a 
member of the Academy of Sciences of the Royal Society of 
Canada. 

The future of Canada’s public service lies with those who are 
today, just entering this sector. IPAC strives to encourage and 
support these individuals by recognizing their achievements 
early in their career. The award is made for individual 
achievement in the public sector, leadership and potential to 
make a significant contribution to public service. The 2020 
award went to: 
 Iryna Soloduk , Government of Saskatchewan

Vanier Medal

IPAC Promising New Public Servant Award
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The IPAC Innovative Management Awards

Regional Group Excellence Award

Student Thought Leadership Awards 
(2020 CAPPA/IPAC National Student Award in Public Administration)

The Innovative Management Awards highlight and recognize organizations and initiatives that demonstrate a cutting-
edge approach to public sector innovation that is successful, bold and transformative. In a time when governments 
must stay ahead of the technology, recognizing and sharing these achievements with others is a very valuable activity. 
The 2020 winners were: 

The IPAC Regional Group Excellence Award recognizes the important 
contribution of regional group programming and services to the overall 
vitality, growth and value of IPAC as a national membership-based 
organization. Regional groups were formed soon after IPAC’s inception. 
Their goal is to pursue the national mission at local and regional levels. 
RGs provide opportunities for a broader range of participation in the 
Institute. Since the 1960s, these groups of volunteers have become the 
organizational backbone of IPAC. The 2019 winner is: 
 Saskatchewan Regional Group

The National Student and Thought Leadership Awards in 
Public Administration, a joint initiative of the Institute of Public 
Administration of Canada and the Canadian Association of Programs 
in Public Administration (CAPPA), recognizes talent in Canadian 
schools at the regional and national level and promotes excellence 
in public administration and showcases the top talent from emerging 
Canadian programs each year. The 2020 winners were: 

Gonzalo Agrimbau, Universities of Manitoba
and Winnipeg

Marilyn Blanchette, University of Ottawa

Colin Bowbrick, Simon Fraser University

Jennifer Lai, York University

Eriole Zita Nonki Tadida, Laval University

Blood Tribe Department 
of Health, ‘’Bringing the 
Spirits Home’’ Addition 

Framework 

York Region, Ontario 
Works New Service 

Delivery Model

Town of East 
Gwillimbury, Municipal 

Peak Performance 
Program

GOLD SILVER BRONZE
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The Institute of Public Administration of Canada 
held its 72nd National Annual Conference virtually 
from November 16th-18th, 2020. The main theme 
conference theme was:  Building the New Normal. 
Trying navigate the pandemic and what to expect in 
the upcoming year were themes that were addressed 
during the three days of the conference. The third day 
was geared towards new professionals and building 
their careers and tacked on to the two-day virtual 
conference. Throughout the developed world, 
one trend is obvious to those who study and 
practice public administration: transformation. 
This conference allowed leaders to explore how 
to make the best of challenging and very evolving 
pandemic situations an thrive and plan amid the 
pandemic transformation. 
 
The conference was exceptionally successful 
and attracted over 600 public servants from 
provincial, territorial, municipal and Indigenous 
governments and organizations. It is worth noting 
that over 100 of those attendees were Manitoban 
public servants who attended the conference 
through the Government of Manitoba’s Learning 
Fund. 
 
The 2020 Annual Conference was executed 
using a number of creative and innovative 
approaches being as it was virtual and trying to 
engage attendees like they were attending in 
person. Social media engagement, gamification 
(games on the platform to earn points and win a 
prize donated by a sponsor) and other engaging 

activities were used to stimulate participation. To allow for 
IPAC members and network across the country to attend and 
participate in the event, a chat and one-on-one networking 
function were added for people to continue to network. 
Much of the overall success is a result of to the work of 
the staff at IPAC National who composed the organizing 
committee and began planning the conference in August to 
execute in November.

72nd annual conference 21



The conference brought insights from the following notable keynotes and plenary panelists:

Keynote: Kevin Page, Founding President and Chief Executive Officer of the Institute of Fiscal Studies 
and Democracy University of Ottawa
Keynote: Georgina Black, Canadian Managing Partner, Government & Public Services, Deloitte
Keynote: Simon Trevarthen, Principal and Transformation Advisor, Elevate Your Greatness
Mary Rowe, Canadian Urban Institute 
Carole Saab, Federation of Canadian Municipalities 
Manny Jules, First Nations Tax Commission  
Chief Harvey McLeod, Upper Nicola Indian Band
Chris Lewis, Squamish Nations Chiefs and Council 
Jeremy Kinsman, Former Canadian Ambassador 
Chanèle McFarlene, Career Strategist 
Kent Campbell, Government of Saskatchewan 
Jared Wesley, University of Alberta

Kate Bezanson, Brock University 
Jennifer Robson, Carleton University
Elizabeth McIsaac, Maytree Foundation

Attendees also joined thought-provoking closing plenary session with moderator, Sunil Johal, City of Toronto in a dynamic 
discussion, about Building and Inclusive Recovery, with the following distinguished panelists:
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The Institute of Public Administration of Canada (IPAC) INCITE committee is made up of professionals from the 19 IPAC 
Regional Groups across Canada. INCITE’s constituents include dedicated public administration enthusiasts that could be 
either new to public administration after a career in another sector or just starting their career. We work with government, 
the broader public sector, the not-for-profit sector, and private organizations. 

The IPAC Incite Committee 
continues to evolve as members 
move on to new challenges 
and opportunities, reflecting 
growth and renewal. In 2020, 
we welcomed new voices and 
leadership from many regions 
throughout Canada!

Despite the pandemic, we are 
encouraged to see a range of events for new professionals taking place across 
the country, such as IPAC-NCR’s networking and speed mentoring events for new 
professionals, and IPAC-Saskatchewan’s event on Empowering BIPOC Voices in 
the Public Sector. In addition, the Incite Committee has been incorporated into 
the development of IPAC activities throughout the year. For the 2020 Leadership 
Summit for example, Incite members participated in the planning committee, 
co-hosted the Summit, and moderated a panel. Committee members also 
participated in the selection process for IPAC’s promising New Professional 
Award and presented at the IPAC/CAPPA Case Competition in February 2021.

The IPAC INCITE Committee has continued to meet virtually throughout the pandemic, connecting new professional 
chapters across the country to share insights, opportunities and experiences. Despite the challenges, the INCITE 
Committee pivoted to virtual engagement opportunities which resulted more collaboration and engagement with new 
professionals across Canada - events that would have once been regionally limited were opened across the country. In 
2020, the Incite Committee worked to spread awareness of these new opportunities, while we also worked to ensure 
our existing networks remain ready to grow and incorporate new voices to build our network  throughout Canada as we 
recover from the pandemic. 

new professionals
network
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IPAC’s 15th National Leadership Conference, Tomorrow’s Public Service, Envision the Future, 
Engage others, Deliver Results, was held on March 9-10, 2020 in Toronto, right before the 
COVID-19 pandemic hit (this was the last in-person event for 2020). It attracted hundreds of 
high-level public servants from provincial, territorial, municipal and indigenous governments 
across Canada as well as respected academics and private sector leadership professionals. The 
IPAC leadership conference has built a reputation over the years for providing delegates with 
an opportunity to enhance their knowledge of leadership skills, share best practices in issues of 
public administration and learn cutting edge knowledge of diverse emerging practices. In 2020, 
the focus was on providing attendees with key information, tools and examples of how you can 
successfully manage change, tackle disruption and shift the mindset of an organization. 

The conference program offered a 
wide array of interesting and topical 
knowledge sessions, workshops, 
plenaries and keynotes with leading 
and dynamic speakers, including: 

Keynote: Mithula Naik, Interim Head of Design Research 
and founding member of the Canadian Digital Service, 

Government of Canada
Keynote: Georgina Black, Canadian Managing Partner, 

Government & Public Services, Deloitte
Keynote: Steve Paikin, TVO

Janice Baker, City Manager & CAO, City of Mississauga
Sasha Tregebov, Director, BI Team Canada

Jamie Boyd, Chief Digital Officer, Government of British 
Columbia

Shari MacKay, Director General, Communications, Shared 
Services Canada 

Lauren Hunter, Director, Talent Cloud, Government of Canada

15th national leadership
conference
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On behalf of the IPAC Board of Directors, I present the 
following report, which serves as an overview of IPAC’s 
financial performance over the past fiscal year, its 
financial status at the 2020 year-end, and an indication 
of the financial status of the organization for the coming 
year.  Audited statements for IPAC’s 2020 fiscal year are 
included in this report along with the unqualified auditors 
report.

In 2020, IPAC faced several challenges, not the least being 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  As a result of the pandemic 
many governments reduced funding to not-for-profits, 
including IPAC.  IPAC again reduced costs including a 
reduction in staff time in order to respond to the severity 
of the situation.  The CEO left in early 2020 and we were 
fortunate to have a senior staff person step up to act as 
CEO through the pandemic.  This was another savings in 
payroll costs.

IPAC faced such challenges the complete shut down 
of international work and unfortunately some such 
contracts were cancelled, postponed or were unable 
to be completed. Some domestic contracts were also 
similarly affected.  Events were transitioned to online and 
moved forward virtually.  IPAC focused on online events 
and training for the balance of the 2020 year.  As the fiscal 
situation for most governments was uncertain, funding 
for such programs as Institutional Partnerships was on 
hold.  The successes were limited, however IPAC had 
some financial success working with experts to deliver 
specialized training.  As well the IPAC Annual Conference 
for 2020, delivered virtually was extremely well attended.  
Unfortunately, yet unsurprisingly, due to the challenging 
fiscal climate, the year ended with the Institute suffering 
a deficit greater than the budgeted deficit.  

I would also like to thank the management and staff of 
IPAC, for their leadership, commitment and prudent 
management of resources.  

Matt Campbell

Grant Doak 

Lawrence D’Souza

Jim Engel

Jim Cassimatis

Glynnis French 

Kelly Gillis

Kelly Gillis

Gilles LeVasseur

Paul T. LaFleche

Gilles LeVasseur

Paul T. LaFleche

Finance and Risk Assessment Committee:

Audit Committee:

Facing the unique challenges of 2020, IPAC’s staff proved 
themselves resilient and very adaptable moving to 
working from home quickly and successfully.  This was 
tremendous support for our operations.

2021 starts with continued lockdown and challenges 
associated with the pandemic, however we can all see 
light at the end of the tunnel and expect a better year 
for IPAC.  IPAC will, more than ever, need your ongoing 
support of the Institute in order to continue as a financially 
sustainable, significant organization, supporting and 
promoting Canadian public service.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank our Finance 
and Risk Assessment Committee and the Audit Committee 
for their support and commitment.  The membership of 
each committee includes:

treasurer’s report

Rick Hancox
Treasurer
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Independent Auditor’s Report 

To the Members of  
The Institute of Public Administration of Canada  
 
 
Opinion 
We have audited the financial statements of The Institute of Public Administration of Canada (“the 
Organization”), which comprise the statement of financial position as at December 31, 2020, and the 
statements of operations, changes in fund balances and cash flows for the year then ended, and 
notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.  
 
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the 
financial position of The Institute of Public Administration of Canada as at December 31, 2020, and its 
results of operations and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian 
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.  
 
Basis for Opinion 
We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Our 
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor's Responsibilities for the 
Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Organization in 
accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in 
Canada, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 
for our opinion.  
 
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial 
Statements   
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in 
accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, and for such internal 
control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  
 
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Organization’s 
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and 
using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the 
Organization or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.  
 
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Organization’s financial reporting 
process.  
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Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements  
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report 
that includes our opinion.  Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee 
that an audit conducted in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards will 
always detect a material misstatement when it exists.  Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and 
are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to 
influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.  
 
As part of an audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards, we exercise 
professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit.  We also:  
 
 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to 

fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit 
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not 
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, 
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override 
of internal control.  

 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 
opinion on the effectiveness of the Organization’s internal control.    

 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates and related disclosures made by management.  

 Conclude on the appropriateness of management's use of the going concern basis of accounting 
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to 
events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Organization’s ability to continue as a 
going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention 
in our auditor's report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures 
are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained 
up to the date of our auditor's report. However, future events or conditions may cause the 
Organization to cease to continue as a going concern.  

 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the 
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and 
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.  

 
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned 
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in 
internal control that we identify during our audit.   

 
  
Toronto, Canada Chartered Professional Accountants 
May 7, 2021 Licensed Public Accountants 
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3 See accompanying notes to the financial statements. 

 
THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION OF CANADA  
Statement of Financial Position 
As at December 31, 2020 
 

 

2020 2019

Current Assets
Cash 252,897$         519,859$         
Accounts receivable 286,429           251,088           
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 64,567             73,240             

603,893           844,187           
Non-Current Assets

Property and equipment (Note 3) 10,334             12,183             

614,227$         856,370$         

Liabilities and Fund Balances

Current Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 233,294$         204,553$         
Deferred revenue  (Note 4) 145,958           286,842           

379,252           491,395           
Long Term Liabilities

Loan Payable (Note 5) 40,000$           -$                
419,252           491,395           

Fund Balances (Note 2(a))
Sustainability Fund (Unrestricted) 184,641           352,792           
Investment in property and equipment 10,334             12,183             

194,975           364,975           

614,227$         856,370$         

Approved on behalf of the Board of Directors

Director Director

Assets
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4 See accompanying notes to the financial statements. 

 
THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION OF CANADA  
Statement of Operations  
For the year ended December 31, 2020 
 

2020 2020 2019
Budget Actual Actual

(Unaudited -
 Note 10)

Revenue
Subscription and sales 82,750$          74,123$          80,107$          

25,000            -                 7,945             
Research projects 208,000          116,471          113,578          
Other conferences and workshops 235,000          291,410          226,660          
Annual conference 495,000          130,523          403,745          
Membership fees 445,000          244,627          350,360          
Other income (Note 5 and 14) 175,000          338,502          169,339          
Other international funding 354,500          187,237          313,988          
GAC Program and funding 375,000          -                 -                 

2,395,250       1,382,893       1,665,722       
Expenses

Operating expenses
    Honours and awards 10,000            4,797             6,903             
    Publications 51,000            54,413            42,973            
    Research projects 139,000          84,214            80,838            
    Other conferences and workshops 159,000          188,428          141,574          
    Annual conference 405,000          52,441            318,386          
    Regional groups and membership services 22,000            11,832            14,867            
    Other international projects 118,300          80,128            122,249          
    GAC placements and missions 298,904          -                 -                 

1,203,204       476,253          727,790          
Administration expenses
    Amortization of property and equipment 15,000            8,756             11,366            
    Board committee 3,500             927                229                
    Other administrative expenses 98,850            111,556          21,631            
    Rent, caretaking and utilities 191,040          200,296          210,092          
    Salaries, wages and benefits 911,489          755,105          872,606          

1,219,879       1,076,640       1,115,924       
2,423,083       1,552,893       1,843,714       

Deficiency of revenue over expenses (27,833)$         (170,000)$       (177,992)$       

Contributions and service agreements (Note 7)
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6 See accompanying notes to the financial statements. 

THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION OF CANADA  
Statement of Cash Flows 
For the year ended December 31, 2020 
 

 

2020 2019
Total Total

Operating activities
Excess of revenue over expenses (170,000)$      (177,992)$      
Forgivable portion of loan payable (20,000)          -
Amortization of property and equipment 8,756             11,366           

(181,244)        (166,626)        

  Changes in non-cash working capital items
Accounts receivable (35,341)          165,787         
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 8,673             (20,690)          
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 28,741           (389,174)        
Gratuity pay liability -                (7,488)            
Deferred revenue (140,884)        (98,255)          

(320,055)        (516,446)        

Financing Activities
Advance of loan payable 60,000           -                

Investing activities
Purchase of property and equipment (6,907)            (5,574)            

Net increase in cash (266,962)        (522,020)        

Cash, beginning of year 519,859         1,041,879      

Cash, end of year 252,897$       519,859$       
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THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION OF CANADA  
Notes to the Financial Statements  
Year ended December 31, 2020 
 
 
1. Purpose of the organization 
 
The Institute of Public Administration of Canada (the “Institute”) is a private, not-for-profit organization, which enables 
public servants from all spheres of government, university and college, teachers, staff, students and others interested 
in public administration to exchange ideas on trends, practices and innovations in public administration.  Its scope 
covers governance from the global to the local level.  Regional groups across the country provide local networks and 
forums. 
 
The Institute was federally incorporated without share capital on December 15, 1947 as a not-for-profit organization 
and has continued under the Canada Not-for-Profit Corporations Act. 
 
 
2. Summary of significant accounting policies 
 
These financial statements are in accordance with Canadian Accounting Standards for Not-for-Profit Organizations 
(ASNPO). The accounts of the Institute are maintained using the accrual basis of accounting.  The accounts of the 
Institute’s Global Affairs Canada (GAC) funds are maintained on an accrual basis in accordance with the principles of 
fund accounting.   
 
ASNPO requires entities to select policies appropriate for their circumstances from policies provided in these 
standards. The significant accounting policies selected by the Institute and applied in these financial statements are 
summarized below.   
 
(a) Nature of funds 
 
 Sustainability Fund 
 
 The Sustainability Fund is unrestricted and accounts for current operations and programs.   
 
 Investment in property and equipment Fund 
 
 The Investment in property and equipment Fund accounts for the equipment of the Institute. 
 
(b) Revenue recognition 
  

The Institute follows the deferral method of accounting for contributions. 
 
GAC program and funding, research projects, other international funding and contribution and service 
agreements 

 
Restricted contributions for GAC program and funding revenue are recognized as revenue of the GAC Fund 
when the mission report, which details the expenses incurred in relation to the revenue granted, is accepted by 
GAC. Restricted contributions for all non-GAC program and funding revenue are recognized as revenue of the 
specific fund in the year in which the related expenses are incurred.   

 
Unrestricted contributions are recognized as revenue of the Sustainability Fund in the year received or receivable 
if the amount to be received can be reasonably estimated and collection is reasonably assured. 

 
 Contributed services 
 

The Institute’s activities are supported by the help of volunteers.  Donated services are not recognized in these 
statements. 
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THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION OF CANADA  
Notes to the Financial Statements  
Year ended December 31, 2019 
 
 
2.  Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 
 
 Membership fees 
 

The term of individual membership and institutional partnership fees is on a rolling annual basis.  Any individual 
membership fees and institutional partnership fees received for the subsequent year are deferred to the following 
fiscal year.   

 
 Subscription and sales 
 

Revenue is recognized when products are delivered to customers.  Revenue is stated net of discounts and 
returns. 
 

 Conference and workshop fees 
 
 The conference registration fees are recognized as revenue in the period in which the conference takes place. 
 
 Special project funds 
 

Funds received for special projects are included in income at the time the related expenses are incurred.  These 
funds are not segregated from general funds except at the specific request of the donor. 
 
Government Assistance 
 
The Institute recognizes government assistance towards current expenses in the statement of operations. When 
government assistance relates to future expenses, the Institute defers the assistance and recognizes it in the 
statement of operations as the related expense is incurred.  

 
(c) Property and equipment 
 

Property and equipment are stated at cost and consist of computer equipment. Amortization is charged to 
operations on a straight-line basis over three years. 

 
(d) Foreign currency translation 
 

The monetary assets and liabilities are translated at the rate of exchange in effect at year-end.  Revenue and 
expenses are translated at the rates in effect at their transaction dates.  The resulting gains and losses are 
included in other administration expenses in the statement of operations. 

 
(e) Financial instruments 
 

The Institute considers any contract creating a financial asset, liability or equity instrument as a financial 
instrument. 

 
The Institute’s financial instruments comprise cash, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and loan payable. 
The Institute’s financial instruments are initially measured at fair value and subsequently at amortized cost. 

 
(f) Measurement uncertainty 
 

Management reviews the carrying amounts of items in the financial statements at each statement of financial 
position date to assess the need for revision or any possibility of impairment.  Certain items in the preparation of 
these financial statements require management’s best estimate.  Management determines these estimates 
based on assumptions that reflect the most probable set of economic conditions and planned courses of action. 

 
These estimates are reviewed periodically and adjustments are made to excess of revenue over expenses as 
appropriate in the year they become known.  
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THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION OF CANADA  
Notes to the Financial Statements  
Year ended December 31, 2020 
 
 
2.  Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 
 
(g) Allocation of expenses 
 

The Institute allocates its salaries and overhead expenses to the GAC Fund based on actual time spent by 
employees on GAC funded projects. 

 
 
3. Property and equipment 
 
        Accumulated  Net  Net 
      Cost  Amortization  2020  2019 
 
 Computer equipment $  381,865 $ 371,531 $ 10,334 $ 12,183 
 
 
 
4. Deferred revenue 
 

Deferred revenue represents unspent resources externally restricted for specific purposes and amounts received 
in the current period that are related to the subsequent period.  The balance of deferred revenue is comprised of 
the following: 

 
      2019  Received  Recognized  2020 
 
 Annual conference $ 25,000 $ 130,523 $ 130,523 $ 25,000 
 Leadership conference   71,555  132,309  203,864  - 
 Membership fees  165,745  162,074  244,627   83,192 
 CPA funding    14,514  -  -  14,514 
 CFR Contract  2,477  -  2,477  - 
 Other conferences  4,830  22,895  7,194  20,531 
 MNR Case Study  2,721  -  -  2,721 
             
 
 Total   $ 286,842 $ 447,801 $ 588,685 $ 145,958 
 

 
5. Loan payable 
 

The Institute received a loan under the Canada Emergency Business Account program (“CEBA”), 25% of which 
will be eligible for loan forgiveness if the loan is fully repaid on or before December 31, 2022. The loan is interest 
free and due no later than December 31, 2022.  The Institute is reasonably certain to repay the loan by 
December 31, 2022 and has recorded the forgivable portion of $20,000 in other income in the statement of 
operations.  If the loan cannot be repaid by December 31, 2022, the loan will be converted into a 3-year term 
loan, with an interest rate of 5% due no later than December 31, 2025. 
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6. Gratuity pay liability  
 

The Institute maintained a non-contributory, defined benefit gratuity pay plan for those employees who began 
service prior to the commencement of the Institute’s pension plan in 1985. The gratuity pay liability was repaid in 
2019 when individuals under this plan were no longer employed by the Institute.  
 
Since 1985, all employees are members of the Institute’s money purchase pension plan and the Institute does 
not have any liability regarding this service other than the annual contributions to the pension plan. During the 
year $18,527 (2019 - $15,844) in contributions were made to the pension plan and the expense was included in 
salaries, wages and benefits. 

 
7. Contributions and service agreements 
 
        2020  2020  2019 
        Budget  Actual 
        (Unaudited – 
        Note 10) 
 
 Ontario     $ 25,000 $ - $ 7,945 
 
       $ 25,000 $ - $ 7,945 
 
8. Multi-year contractual obligations 
 
 Long term lease 
 

The Institute is obligated under a lease for its office premises and storage space having a term of 98 months 
ending October 31, 2023. The minimum annual lease payments for the first 38 months total $90,558 plus the 
proportionate share of all operating costs, taxes and utilities. For the last five years, the minimum annual lease 
payments total $97,524 plus the proportionate share of all operating costs, taxes and utilities. 

 
 African Leaders of Tomorrow Scholarship Fund 
 

The Institute has entered into a partnership agreement with Canadian Bureau for International Education for a 
term ending November 30, 2020 to support young African professionals to become leaders in public policy and 
administration. The total value of the agreement is $677,872.  The contract has been extended to September 
2021. 

 
 Expert Deployment Mechanism for Trade and Development (EDM) Project 

 
The Institute has entered into an agreement with GAC (legally incorporated as Department of Foreign Affairs, 
Trade and Development (DFATD)) and Cowater International Inc., to act as the minor partner in a seven year 
project funded by GAC. Total value of agreement is $16,525,000. Based on a partnership agreement with 
Cowater International Inc., the Institute will recover all direct costs incurred and will receive 10% of all other 
margins earned on the project. EDM will offer technical assistance to support the negotiation and implementation 
of free trade agreements (FTAs) and foreign investment protection agreements (FIPAs) between Canada and its 
developing and emerging market trading partners eligible to receive official development assistance (ODA). 
 
Canadian Trade and Investment Facility for Development (CTIF) Project 
 
The Institute has entered into an agreement with DFATD and Cowater International Inc., to act as the minor 
partner in a seven year project funded by DFATD. Total value of agreement is $11,627,000. Based on a 
partnership agreement with Cowater International Inc., the Institute will recover all direct costs incurred and will 
receive 10% of all other margins earned on the project. CTIF’s main goal is to support trade and investment 
policy reforms that promote inclusive and sustainable growth in developing countries in the Asia-Pacific region. 
CTIF provides technical expertise and targeted interventions for trade and investment policy reform initiatives. 
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9. Operation of the regional groups 
 

The financial statements of the Institute do not include any assets, liabilities, revenue or expenses of any 
regional group of the Institute. 
 

10. Budget figures 
 

The budget figures shown in these financial statements are presented for comparative purposes with no audit 
opinion expressed.  The amounts are approved by the Board of Directors. 
 

11. Financial instruments 
 

Transactions in financial instruments may result in an entity assuming or transferring to another party one or 
more of the financial risks described below. The required disclosures provide information that assists users of 
financial statements in assessing the extent of risk related to financial instruments. 

 
 Credit risk 
 

Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for the other party by 
failing to discharge an obligation. The Institute’s main credit risks relate to its accounts receivable.  

 
The Institute reduces its exposure to credit risk by performing credit valuations on a regular basis and creating an 
allowance for doubtful accounts when applicable. At December 31, 2020, the allowance for doubtful accounts is 
$6,846 (2019 - $2,403). In the opinion of management, the credit risk exposure to the Institute is low and is not 
material. 
 

 Liquidity risk 
 

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Institute will encounter difficulty in meeting the obligations associated with its 
financial liabilities. The Institute is exposed to this risk mainly in respect of its accounts payable and loan 
payable.  

 
The Institute reduces its exposure to liquidity risk by ensuring that it documents when authorized payments 
become due, and maintaining adequate cash reserves to repay trade creditors. 
 

 
12. Operating line of credit and irrevocable letters of credit 
 

The Institute has a line of credit of $30,000 from a Canadian chartered bank bearing interest at the bank’s prime 
interest rate plus 1.0% per annum. As of December 31, 2020, the outstanding balance for the operating line of 
credit was $ NIL (2019 -$NIL). 
 
 

13. Comparative figures 
 
Certain comparative amounts have been reclassified from those previously presented to confirm with current 
year’s presentation. 
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14. Impact of COVID-19 

 
The spread of COVID-19 has severely impacted many local economies around the globe. In many countries, 
including Canada, businesses are being forced to cease or limit operations for long or indefinite periods of time. 
The impact of COVID-19 on the financial markets and the overall economy are highly uncertain and cannot be 
predicted. 
 
During the year, the Institute recognized $223,770 in Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (“CEWS”) which is 
recorded in other income in the statement of operations. The Institute received a loan under the Canada 
Emergency Business Account program (“CEBA”), as described in Note 5. The Institute continues to operate at a 
functional capacity. The Institute is operating as it is able to effectively provide their programs such as training, 
conferences and seminars virtually.  

 
The duration and impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as the effectiveness of government and central 
bank responses, remains unclear at this time. It is not possible to reliably estimate the duration and severity of 
these consequences, as well as their impact on the financial position and results of the Institute for future 
periods. Management anticipates some loss of revenue to be offset by a decrease in expenditures and subsidies 
from government programs including the CEWS in fiscal 2021.  
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We would like to take a moment to recognize the incredible contributions that are made by a large number 
of volunteers who make IPAC’s work both possible and successful! It is important to appreciate that our 
Executive Boards at the national level and in our 19 regions across Canada, are made up of dedicated 
individuals that volunteer their time and efforts to support public service in their communities across the 
country. Furthermore, the myriad of events that we host each year and many of the projects we implement 
in Canada and around the Globe could not be possible without the assistance of volunteers and associates of 
the Institute.

IPAC is grateful to all of your efforts and contributions. 

YOU ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE!
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